A LOVE FOR DETAIL

Everything from one source
Bauwerk Parkett offers a wide range of possibilities for
the individual design of your living space – from stairs to
ventilation grid and creative furnishings.

A love for detail
For more than 70 years, the traditional Swiss company Bauwerk has combined
passion, precision and a profound awareness for quality. We manufacture
toxin-free wooden flooring with healthy living materials flawlessly finished
and aesthetically perfect. The final result of what we create is parquet to the
highest standards. Naturally, we have versatile accessories and individual
special solutions for you. In this way, we guarantee that you can find the perfect
solution for every space together with our installation partners. Design your
living space together with Bauwerk to precisely match your vision and ideas.

“Parquet is an uniquely warm and
natural stage for every imaginable
style or form of living as well as the
space we work in.”

Versatile Design Possibilities
Special solutions
made of parquet

Would you like the stairs and flooring made of
exactly the same parquet – and the ventilation
grid for the heating as well? At Bauwerk, we
are happy to help you develop an individual
design for your living space. A love for detail
sometimes also means creating solutions for
special wishes. Countless combinations are
possible within the Bauwerk dimensions, surfaces, wood types and colours – for wonderful
interior architectural details.
For example, in front of an open fireplace,
where normally stone or metal rectangles are
installed for fire safety reasons. With Bauwerk
Parkett, you can work with a seamless design
for such constructs. The same applies to freestanding pillars, posts, doorframes, and other
interfaces, such as for tile flooring. This means
that you can do without the rather unsightly
moulding strips and instead realise a flawless
overall impression. We would be happy to advise you on your individual possibilities, prices
and timelines.

Parquet stairs

Ends and skirtings

Transitions to other
materials and spaces

Cleaning
and care

Ventilation grids in
MINERGIE® architecture

Stylish – Step for Step

“Stairs have long since ceased to be just a
direct way to get from one floor to the next.
Rather, they have become a design element
rich in details for an optimum impression
of space.”

An Harmonious Overall Impression

The Staircase as a Design Element

Stairs are no longer just a means to an end – a connection
between two floors. Far more, we can see a trend where
stairs flow into the living space concept as a design element. In this, the architecture and construction of the
staircase are not decisive by themselves. On the contrary, how the stairs are laid is important. For example, the
countless design variations for surface and colour as well
as the construction of the individual steps range from the
classic-traditional to the modern. Just imagine entering
a home, two floors, and a stylishly furnished, open floor

With Bauwerk stair steps and stair noses, high-end design
solutions can be realised in the way a staircase is configured. From floating stairs (a) to more traditional riser
variations with or without a full facia board (b and c) or
modern riser variations with a facia board and step with
no nosing. Here we have the possibility to build the steps
and riser in different types of wood or even execute the
facia board in white for a practically limitless range of design possibilities.

plan. The ground floor is finished with bright flooring,
the upper floor has a somewhat darker variation and a red
staircase links the two. This is a finishing variation that is
often found in earlier designs. Bauwerk Parkett has a wide
range of possibilities for you to create your own harmonious overall impression. For example, flooring, which
begins on the ground floor and flows in one continuous
sweep up the stairs and over the upper floor: all in the
same type of wood with the same surface.

A modern interpretation of the stairnose
with facia board

That the staircase as a design element forms a harmonious
whole with the surroundings as well as the living and
space concept is not something looked at closely in new
construction only. Because houses in central Europe are
generally built in a solid construction (due to the physical
and static advantages), renovations are an increasingly important topic. Besides having solid wood steps, staircases
noses made of parquet material also have innovative steps
edges matching the flooring and producing noteworthy
design solutions.

Wall finishing detail

Facia board interpretation detail

Possibilities and variations
a) Floating steps

Bauwerk offers a wide range of solutions for a harmonious overall impression –
from the ground floor via the staircase to the upper floor.

b) Classic step construction

c) C
 lassic step construction with
facia board

d) Modern step with facia board

Consciously Designing Living Space

Custom Design

The main purpose of a staircase is to enable someone to
overcome a difference in height comfortably and securely.
For this purpose, there is a number of geometric solutions
for staircase geometry, which can have a strong influence
on the language of shapes in any given living space. From
a straight staircase to the spiral or curved variations in
combination with solid-wood steps or parquet flooring,

Bauwerk makes it possible to make the flooring arrangement and the design of the stairs with a consultant. This
gives you the certainty that the floors and stairs are manufactured of exactly the same material. The stairs become
a design element integrated into your living space, and
Bauwerk supports you in consciously arranging the area
you live in.

individual solutions arise that exactly match your wishes.
With staircase solutions from Bauwerk, we can guarantee
that the surface structures, such as planed or polished or
with a special natural haptic surface treatment, such as
rough planed or deep brushed, will have exactly the same
haptic in the parquet flooring and the steps.

Three clear advantages
› 	 The same format
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› Same level of polishing, colour, selection
› 	 Same surface structure

Anti-slip strips
On request, Bauwerk will manufacture steps
with anti-slip strips. Such strips decrease
the risk of slipping and provide an optical
feature to indicate the edge of the step clearly.
These are available in different colours and
materials.

Straight staircase

Spiral staircase

Curved staircase

Perfect Completion
Corners, Edges and skirtings

“Conscious designing means working out and
executing all of the details so carefully that
they support the desired spatial effect.”

Beautiful Forms for the Perfect Finish
With our large selection of skirtings, you create the perfect
finish for your spatial design concept. Bauwerk skirtings
guarantee a clean transition by perfectly covering the expansion gap between the wall and flooring. With different
forms and surface finish, our skirtings match every type
of wood. Whether in the same colour as the flooring or in
aluminium or white, Bauwerk delivers your skirtings in a
wide range of forms and dimensions.

They also help protect the wall surface and make it possible
to conceal cables and conduits. Bauwerk skirtings have a
routed channel at the base of the back so that cables and
conduits can be covered in an aesthetically pleasing way.
You can attach our skirtings in different ways, from visible
screws to virtually hidden nails or adhesive.

Three clear advantages
› Same type of wood and colour

› 	 Beautifully formed finish between flooring and wall
› 	 Cables and conduits can be laid invisibly

Thanks to the routed channels on the backside for cables
and conduits, Bauwerk skirtings are both aesthetically
pleasing and functionally attractive.
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Softline – tall skirtings in floor colour

Softline – low skirtings in floor colour
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Classicline – aluminium skirtings

Classicline – skirtings in white and black

Transitions –
A Perfect and Yet Understated Fit

“Naturally elegant transitions
between different flooring areas
and rooms underscore the
overall interior architectural effect.”

Seamlessly Beautiful
Because of its low profile and our full-surface adhesive,
which keeps the parquet from expanding and contracting, beautiful interior architecture details are possible
with Bauwerk Parkett. With our parquet, you can work
seamlessly with freestanding pillars, posts and doorframes.

Seamless transition from parquet flooring to carpeting . . .

The transitions between various living areas, such as parquet flooring to carpeting or tiling, can also be executed
without gaps. The result is a perfect overall impression
without the usually unsightly moulding strips.

Three clear advantages
› Flowing transitions
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› 	 No gaps around pillars, doorframes, etc. . . .
› 	 Perfect overall impression

. . . or from parquet flooring to tiling.

Ventilation Grid – Fitted Perfectly

“ Ventilation grating fits
seamlessly into the floor
surface.”

Ventilation Grid – Fitted Perfectly
Bauwerk manufactures custom ventilation grid to match
your Bauwerk Parkett on request. Your personal selection of
shape, wood type and surface treatment is precisely crafted
for you. Please speak with one of our installation partners or
visit one of our Parkett Welt showrooms.

Three clear advantages
› Individual design possibilities

› 	 Ventilation grid fits seamlessly into the floor design
› 	 Same type of wood and surface treatment

Ventilation grids and stairs stand out when made
of other materials. When they are of the same wood,
hey fit into the furnishings harmoniously.

Healthy living materials guaranteed
Bauwerk manufactures non-toxic wooden flooring
from healthy living materials for healthful air to breathe in your personal living space.
Healthful air means quality of life. Breathing freely
does us good and is important for our wellbeing. With
parquet from Bauwerk, you have the assurance of a guarantee that no questionable toxins have been used to
make your floor.
Ventilation grating fits seamlessly into the floor surface.
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Give Your Creativity Free Rein
in Every Room

“Wood is changeable and flexible, which
makes it the perfect material to design
your living space consciously with your
individual creations.”

Room for Your Ideas to Play
One of the demands of today’s architecture is that a perfect
solution can be found for every room and design situation.
Even the traditional parquet floor is undergoing an image
change: The time when “off-the-shelf flooring” was good
enough are over.

With the help of a variety of beautifully formed solutions
and carefully conceived accessories, Bauwerk products can
help you realise practically every idea. No matter whether
you need heating grids, steps, walls or ceilings, our special
solutions expand the range of possibilities considerably

With Bauwerk, the floor flows into the wall and creates an entirely new spatial accent.

Three clear advantages
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› There are no set limits for your creativity

› 	 Wall and ceiling designs create architectonic accents
› 	 Parquet floors can be seamlessly integrated
into interior designs as furnishing elements

With Bauwerk Parkett, there are no set limits for your creativity.

The individual surface treatment of
Bauwerk flooring protects your valuable
parquet wood against wear and tear as
well as dirt. To ensure that this remains
the case for as long as possible and that
your parquet flooring retains its beauty,
we recommend specific cleaning and
care measures together with the right
products.
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You can find all of our cleaning and care
products in our Parquet Worlds, through
our installation partners, or in our
online shop at: shop.bauwerk-parkett.com

Parquet Oil

Bauwerk finished parquet surface
treatments are free of formaldehyde and other volatile contaminants
(VOCs). Therefore, they are absolutely safe for your health, do not pollute
the air in your rooms, and are already
ecologically sound when the production phase begins.

Parquet Polish

The perfect care solution for every parquet floor.
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With the right cleaning and care your parquet will provide
you with a long life of enjoyment. Therefore, Bauwerk
Parkett offers a range of cleaning and care products so that
your parquet flooring is always at its best.
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Cleaning and Care

Parquet Cleaner

Cleaner

Maintenance (lacquered parquet)

Maintenance (oiled parquet)

Generally speaking, parquet is very easy
to maintain. Loose dirt can be swept away
with a broom or vacuum cleaner. Bauwerk
offers a parquet cleaner that is perfectly
matched to your parquet for wet wiping.
For stubborn spots, we recommend the
special Bauwerk Spot Remover.

Lacquered Bauwerk flooring with a
high-gloss, matt or silk-matt finish is
particularly durable thanks to its lacquer.
Through regular cleaning and care, the
lacquer is protected, which reduces wear
and tear and retains the appearance of the
lacquer surface.

Oiled Bauwerk parquet flooring has a
particularly natural appearance thanks to
its impregnating and film-forming surface finish. Through regular cleaning and
care, the oiled surface retains its longterm protection function and the optically pleasing appearance of the parquet
flooring lasts longer.

Everything From One Source
Stylish living is a sign of individuality and an expression of your personal living style. Flooring is a central,
space-defining element, which plays a decisive role in helping define our living space. It is our aim to do
justice to these specific parameters and your individual requirements with our parquet flooring. Or to state
it another way: Bauwerk Parkett helps you consciously design your living space.

1.

Stairs and stairnoses
Flooring and stairs form a harmonious whole with Bauwerk –
and staircases become a creative element in how living space is arranged.

2.

Skirtings
With our comprehensive selection of skirtings in a range
of colours and forms, Bauwerk guarantees a perfect, tailored finish.

3.

Transitions
You work with seamless transitions with our parquet – for example,
between our wooden flooring and the kitchen tile. This means you can do
without unsightly moulding strips and retain a perfect overall impression.

4.

Special solutions
Our installation partners are experts in special solutions,
such as ventilation grids, furniture, and wall coverings in parquet.

5.

Cleaning
With our perfectly matched cleaning and care products, Bauwerk makes
sure that your flooring and stairs retain their beauty for years.

2-LAYER
QUALITY

HEALTY
LIVING

SWISS
TRADITION

Wood from
controlled origin.

